Religious Lecturer To Be Presented Here on Tuesday

Dr. deWitt C. (Uncle B) Baldwin, religious lecturer and world traveler, will speak before the student body Tuesday at 2:15 p.m. at Autry House. He will be introduced by Laurence Judd, chairman of the Student Religious Council.

This will be the only opportunity for all the students to meet and hear Dr. Baldwin, although he will speak before several groups while on the campus. The talk will be over 1:15 p.m., Judd said Thursday, so that students may return for 1 p.m. laboratory periods. Dr. and Mrs. Baldwin, leaders of the Ladies Fellowship, will be heard by eight groups on the campus, and will have numerous private consultations. They will also speak to students of the University of Houston.

Thanksgiving Program

These youth leaders are the first of several speakers being brought to the campus this school year by the Student Religious Council. The council has planned a Thanksgiving program for the Tuesday night before Thanksgiving excess on November 22. Student speakers for the program will be announced next week.

Shades of Stonehenge

Origin of Our Hallowe’en Found in Old Druid Rites

All Saints’ Day, which follows Halloween tomorrow and is the big excuse for the existence of Hallowe’en dates back to a Christian festival from the seventh century. At that time the Feast of the Dead was a Christian celebration of the belief in the resurrection of the dead, and the rite’s connection which got attached to American customs.

Many of these celebrations were Druid, the Druids used to hold their annual festival about November 1 and in this celebration they lighted fires and danced round to the sun god for the harvest. A Druid belief was this at that time that the earth was divided into the world and the spirit world, between which the druid with his wave of land was to inhabit animals. Indeed in Brazil October 31 is still called Man’s Vigi.

Roman Practices

During the Roman Festival of Pomona, the goddess of fruits and vegetables, these practices all concern nuts and apples and are usually enjoyed at this time.

Birth of Twin Sons

Certainly Adequate As Excuse from Class

Please excuse my absence from class” on English instructor in the faculty read on a postcard received from a student Monday, “as I became the father of twins yesterday.”

“These certainly adequate, the instructor remarked, and congratulated the absent scholar and father on his return to class. The proud parents, incidentally, is Fred Lawrence, senior business administration major. Mrs. Lawrence and the twins, both boys, are doing quite well, thank you.

Chi Beta Kappa Takes Top Six Among Seniors

Farb, Greve, Reichle, Van Meldert, Kahl, McConnell Accept

The campus chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, the honorary scholastic society, announced Thursday the election of six new members from among the senior class.

They are Anthony A. D. Farb, Benjamin C. Greve, Jr., Nat M. Kahl, Mrs. Coralie Rose Dunn McConnell, Alfred Douglas Reichle, and Allie Leonne van Meldert.

Farb and Kahl are from Houston, Reichle is from Port Arthur, Miss McConnell is from McAllen, and van Meldert is from Austin.

In June, 1941, Farb, Greve, and Reichle were designated as likely candidates for membership in the Gamma Baken society, the highest emblem of the scholastic standing in the Institute which was won by Mrs. McConnell.

The Rice Institute Engineering Society will open the formal social season for Rice students with T. V. "Buddy" Halcomb and the "Lili" Sour."

Trials for the "Buddy" Ball will be given November 13, to be followed by the "Lili" Dinner.

Trials for the "Lili" Ball will be given November 3 at 11 a.m. at the Rice Institute Club. The ball is an annual event and is traditionally the first formal dance of the year.

The ball will be at 11 p.m. and continue till Monday morning, to the music of Dick Shainou and his orchestra with Ruby Joseph and her orchestra.

The features of the ball will be the presentation of a queen and a homecoming king decorated by members of the board of directors.

The seniors will be divided among the dance partners.

The Rice Institute Club is located on the sixth floor of the Commerce Building.

Tickets will be on sale early next week in the Ballroom.

The price is $2.50 per couple and $1.50 for single tickets.

Yearbook Deadline Extended One Week

The deadline for Campus will be extended an additional week to Saturday, November 8. All completed manuscripts and photographs should be submitted by then.

Please excise my absence from class” on English instructor in the faculty read on a postcard received from a student Monday, “as I became the father of twins yesterday.”

“These certainly adequate, the instructor remarked, and congratulated the absent scholar and father on his return to class. The proud parents, incidentally, is Fred Lawrence, senior business administration major. Mrs. Lawrence and the twins, both boys, are doing quite well, thank you.
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Sullivan Honored

First Arrants Award
To Be Made This Term

The architectural department announced Thursday the creation of the Edward Bowers Arrants Award, a gold medal to be presented annually to the architectural student with the best five-year scholastic record. Provided for by five prominent alumni and classmates of Arrants, a institute graduate of 1925 who died here in Hermann Hospital November 13, 1935, after an automobile smash-up, the medal is being designed by William Mozer McVey, former Institute football player now serving as instructor in sculpture at Texas University.

Three practicing Houston architects are included among the donors of the Arrants Award, given in memory of the young architect recognized as one of the most brilliant students ever to be graduated from the Institute department. The five donors are C. A. Johnson, R. H. Ratson, and Claude Hooton of Houston; O. C. Wheaton of the United States Housing Authority, Washington, D.C., and J. L. Campbell, assistant regional architect attached to the Quartermaster Corps, Baltimore, Md. Johnson is serving as president, and Ratson as head of the architectural alumni of the Institute.

Charles Sullivan First Winner

The first Arrants medal will be presented this afternoon to Charles Sullivan of 1112 Southmore, son of local architect Maurice Sullivan. Charles Sullivan, recipient of the degree of Bachelor of Science from Rice in 1941 commencement exercises, maintained the highest average for five-year architectural students for the period between September 1936 and June 1941. No committee participates in the award of the Arrants medal, which goes automatically to the student with the best five-year record in the school of architecture.

Arrants Held Scholarship

Edward Bowers Arrants of Houston received the degree of bachelor of arts, with distinction, here in June, 1935. In June, 1927 he was awarded the degree of bachelor of science in architecture. Arrants held the Travelling Scholarship in architecture for the year 1930, and toured the art centers of France, Spain, and Italy during the latter part of 1930 and early months of 1931. Near Rome he executed the customary work which holders of the scholarship leave with the Institute, on an exact drawing of the ruins of the Villa Madama. The work is now hung in the permanent display of the Institute architectural department.

Navy Open House
Drives 200 Guests

Approximately 200 mothers and fathers and other high school people visited the campus NROTC unit here on Monday, observed as Navy Day. According to Chief Petty Officer R. J. Sullivan, A. A. Korshak and Henry Lynd, who showed the visitors through the Navy Building, all were impressed with the high standards of personnel, and cadet attitudes toward the organization.

The public was especially invited by Colonel Dallas Fampa to inspect the unit on Navy Day. Fourteen NROTC cadets are holding regular practice periods for the unit drum and bugle corps, which is to begin functioning after November 1.

Lutheran Students
To Picnic Saturday

The Lutheran Student Organization will have a picnic Saturday afternoon before the Centenary games. All Lutheran students are invited to meet at Austin House at 4 p.m. and leave for the picnic from there.

A charge of five for each person will be made to cover the expenses. Students who plan to attend are asked to contact Marjorie Paxson or Frank Barcus immediately.

The regular meeting of the group will be held Tuesday at 12 noon in Austin House, at which time the permanent organization will be discussed.

Pamphlets--
(Continued from page 2)

of lectures by professors familiar to him, such as Dr. Camden on Shakespeare, and Dr. Slaughter on China. The different subjects covered in the lectures defy listing, but one may read on such diverse topics as religion (the Rockwell lectures, an annual series), politics (the lectures of the British and French missions, of the history of peace conferences in the nineteenth century, those of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace), music (Maurice Ravel, composer of the popular Bul- ler, speaking on modern music), and a number of lectures on many fields of science, history, economics, education, and literature.

These pamphlets, with the small brochure and the yearly editions of the Announcements, make up the only readily available source for the history of the Institute and the broad program of research and learning which it has laid out. Even a casual perusal of them would pay rich dividends to the reader.
**By Pat Nicholson**

The Centenary Gents bring a ball club here tomorrow so weakened by lack of material that Coach Jake Hanna has won given permission to use freshmen to bolster his line-up, but things were not always so with the Shreveport Gentlemen. A glance at Centenary's all-time record against the Southwest Conference shows that Hanna's squad will hold a close-out advantage. Over the years they have won 28 and lost 21, tied eight in the league.

High-Water Mark

1927 was the high-water mark for the little college that has been weakened by lack of material that Coach Jake Hanna has been working for the resumption of competition against Texas. The Steers has held a clear-cut advantage.

**Rice Night**

Wednesday, Oct. 30—For the first time since the 1941 football season got under way, there will be three conference games played in the Southwest next Saturday.

There have been but six conference contests played to date, but those three in one afternoon will put the schedule close to the half-way mark.

**Dallas Crash Featured**

Feature of the day will be Southern Methodist against Texas in Dallas. Before the season opened, the Long-horns were big favorites to reap the championship. Play to date has served greatly to strengthen that conviction.

If the Steers are to be upset, the Owls must be rated at the top of any list of probable upsetters. Any- way, a capacity crowd will gather to view the battle that might well settle the matter of the Southwest Conference championship.

**Aggies Should Repeat**

Texas A. M. meets a neutral gridiron at Little Rock, Ark. The Aggies blanked the Razorbacks 17 to 0 last year and appear to be set to repeat in something like the same manner.

The Owls of Rice Institute take a rest and play the Centenary Gentle- men in a night game in Houstan—last of the lighted contests this sea- son for the Southwest Conference.

---

**Varsity Floormen To Begin Regular Practice Monday**

After two weeks of unofficial practice, the Owl basketball squad seems to be coming into its stride with the season opening Tuesday night.

Still working under the watchful eye of Captain Bob Kinney, the Owls have been showing marked improvement as they wait for Buster Brann- ton to take over on Monday. Kinney is having them in better than ever and Lambert is showing more speed and accuracy than last year.

Chet Pead, a good ball handler of the 15-man squad and will prob- ably land a starting berth. Florida Gomez is suffering no ill effects from his injured foot, which kept him out last season, and is going at full speed again. Gomez seems to be much calmer than last year, and Rice can expect to see the team of Kinney and Gomez working better than ever.

**How to Win Friends in one easy lesson**

Treat yourself and others to wholesome, delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew. Helps keep breath sweet, teeth bright. The Flavor Lasts.
Gentlemen Invade Houston

By Back Wright

The bruised Rice Owls, still recuperating from a pair of overwhelming losses the last two Saturdays, will attempt to retain the win column at the expense of the Centenary Gentlemen tomorrow night at 8:15 in Rice Stadium.

Here are the days when the Gents will be a team to be reckoned with in the Southwest. Non-sophomores have come through the four-year college program and will be expected to show their stuff. The Gents were a threat to Southwest Conference when they were a part of the league.

Tentative starting lineup:

Kicker: Johnston, SMU
Quarterback: Sanders, Texas
Running Back: Rogers, A. & M.
Wide Receiver: Player, Team:
Grain, Texas

Held. There is no charge for these ordinary prices are scheduled to go up, to be announced also on the basis of experience.

The appropriations to turn in also a list of the specials as instructor would be available for bowlers at no charge. This is a substantial reduction in scoring last year, McLaughlin at end, Looney and Armstrong at guards, Hale at center, Huff at tackle, Cly at wingback, Smalley at fullback, and Hall at blocking end. Huff and Finley, both of whom have been injured, may be the answer to Coach Neely's problem of how to get his first stringers back in condition. They are Neely's valuable experience.
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The homecoming of Rice among the first universities in the nation in the interest to the taken
Alumni Day as an initiation is a very young precedent as yet, the first
meeting of this sort has been held at Columbia University in February, 1908. Subsequently Yale and the University of Michigan, with a few other
consecrated universities, preceded Rice in the formation of their Homeco-
ing Day, which is held at the close of the first term in this line, as well as that of being one of the few universities in the nation which has a complete record of its alumni.

Lower Than Expected
From such ensuing reporting matter as the annual report of a number of insurance companies in London and southern England came an unexpected
date on the European war.

Second English insurance companies report that property damage, includ-
ing loss in the very extensive buildings in the heart of the British capital, amounts to less than two per cent.

The United Kingdom President, with forty million dollars invested in Lon-
on real estate, reported that the total of all properties other partly damaged is
wholly destroyed between two and three per cent.

The Clerical, Medical, and General, a firm old, respected, and traditional
member of our great Metropolitan Life opposition, as the latest mutual upset in the insurance business, reports that total dam-
age to properties valued in excess of thirty million dollars has been less than

Officials believe that these first official figures can be applied to real
situation throughout England. In the capital alone, they show that enemy
bombardments during the last few days have resulted in damage upon small and cheap houses, rather than upon larger buildings.
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The Thresh

Coeds Have Opinions, Too
That familiar picture of a glossy, bespectacled college girl is headed for the museum wall, it results of a survey of co-ed opinion at the University of Texas today.

The poll, presenting a representative group of 400 from dormitories,
academic houses, co-operators, and campus offices employing students, showed Texas co-eds to be possessors of definite opinions on everything from politics to handwriting.

Careers are all right in their places, they say, but that place is im-
nediately after graduation. More than half of the women students want a job
for the term of college, looking 10 years ahead, they’re practically

70% of national problems, they aren’t too pro-
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Music
By Edd Payne
The Houston Symphony Society will present the Orchestra in its first subscription concert at the City Auditorium next Monday night at 8:15. The program, which will inaugurat[e the Hoffmann's sixth year with the local organization.

Elder: "Pomp and Circumstance"
Brass: "Don Juan"
Ensemble: "Rumanian Rhapsody"
Number One"

Franz: "Symphony in D Minor"
Marian Anderson

The great Number One" the beginning of her program her contralto was appropriately dressed, was good, if occasionally slow, to the day night for her fifth Houston ap-

Marian Anderson

the first half of her program, Mar-
composers. The "Ecstasy of Spring"

ian Anderson sang a rather long
(f very wonderful songs. "Sehn-

-Gems was capped by a lovely Bach

-Songs from each of these Hoffman's sixth year with the
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YOUR SLIDE RULE IS
IN THE ARMY NOW

The slide rule you would ordinarily buy this term will not be ready for four months. Sorry, it can't be helped ... It has to be with defense. Tanks, guns, airplanes, all begin with mathematics—and mathematics means slide rules. Although we have multiplied our production, the Defense Program still absorbs rules slightly faster than we can make them now. But we are still increasing production. Within four months we are sure we can take care of everyone . . .

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
FOUNDED 1867

THE THRESHER
Book Review
By Dr. Heinrich Meyer
Goethe, Faust, Parts One and Two. Translated and Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by George Madison Priest. Knopf, New York, 1941

As Dr. Axson was in a class all of his own, both at Prince-
ton and at Rice, so Professor Priest stands out, succeeding Dr. Axson as Princeton's best-loved professor. Mr. Priest is more than a professor emeritus and a genial bachelor whom some of the more intimate students call Uncle George; he is one of the great masters in the English language. Dr. Axson devoted his main study and supreme skill to Shakespeare; Professor Priest has p.m. to Goethe decades of research and lov-
ging penetration.

Faust in Perfect Form
English does not very easily lend itself to translations from foreign poets; still, some of the best renderings of German poetry are in the English language; the two best are versions of "Goethe's Longfellow's Over All the Hill-tops and Faust. For the first time, both parts of Faust are here available in per-

-CAREY BATTERSON, temporary food

work, Prices, glazed and sugar coated.

The student branch of the Amer-

-Author, announced that weiners,

nut, keeps us in a constant state of motion; only, in English, to awaken in us the same variety of thoughts and feelings that the original contains. We compare two passages: Cava-

-It is not the beauty of things that is in question; it is the beauty of the soul that matters. These lyrics by Goethe are as rare as it is impres-
Famed Owls Back in Groove
Under Kit Reid’s Direction

The Rice Owl Band is back in the groove again this year with 39 new men from all over the state to give Kit Reid behind the baton as usual.

The band held its first practice in the Junior Commons late on the afternoon of registration day and has been disturbing the peace of the f a c c 1 1 e s 1 1 e r y  w e e k - d a y a f t e r n o o n . S h o r t b u t intense practices are building a repertoire of everything from stirring marches to such; faculty tower inhabitants every j

low-down jive numbers as the Naval Science cadets will soon join has been disturbing the peace of the jurisdiction of either ASCAP or the flag of Texas.

They include two mellophones (those

ble the latest thing in women’s stockings. Spring and will remain in office throughout the year.

“We are very fortunate in obtaining this last instrument, for there are only about i

tri-otic co-eds who want leg appeal

bare legs, appeals to the girls’

of the women’s, two saxophones (that really kick-beehives), two sash drums and a bass clarinet. The band was very fortunate in obtaining this last instrument, for there are only about fifteen clarinets left on the American market and they have suddenly become very difficult to find and very expensive.

The major problem confronting the band this year has been in the selection of the needed instruments and in securing the latest in women’s hosiery shortage.

Although the dean emphasized that the choice of the students to any extent, German has gained in many of the languages, due perhaps to the fact that the Army and Navy and Air forces here have increased the subject. Pan-American cooperation has also increased interest in linguistic studies. Delegates from the Institute will ask that the 1942 meeting of the language association be held here, even, that the war between the two major copyright corporations is fast drawing to a close. A truce was declared late Thursday night, AP reports, and the band has a Hayes bringing it to popularity this fall.

Color Guard Due
A color guard composed of nine musical science cadets will soon join the band at drill during the halves of future football games. The cadets will carry the flag of the United States, the flag of Texas, and the flag of the Rice Institute.

Baseband members first trips to football games played elsewhere a genuine pleasure even though some of the boys are in the States, the band is a jinx. Reason—the football team hasn’t won a single out-of-town game when accompanied by the band since the Cotton Bowl game with Colorado in 1927.

Main and Fannin at Richmond

Beyond Patriotism! I wouldn’t be found dead in them,” says one, applying to “long, lanky,” red, white, and blue cotton stockings.

East Lansing, Mich.—(Sp.)—Patriotic coeds who want leg appeal without “cheaping themselves” by going bare-legged are being urged to wear brightly-colored cotton stockings during the defense-made milk scarcity shortage.

Declaring that red, white and blue cotton stockings are the “vogue” in the eastern collegiate set, Miss Elizabeth Conrad, dean of women at Michigan State College, says she thinks it would be “wonderful” if every woman all over America would adopt them.

The middle-aged dean, long a foe of bare legs, appeals to the girls’ patriotism in advancing the cotton cause.

“America needs the milk that American women put on their legs,” she says. “Let’s have the college women lead the way in this emergency by voluntarily wearing those lovely, long cotton stockings.”

The problem of fashion should make little difficulty, the dean says. She points out that the cotton industry is behind in “dressey old lace designs that remind one of the colorful past.”

Although the dean emphasized that she doesn’t dictate campus fashions, students have declared that her suggestions are highly respected by campus governing bodies. However, students have declared that her suggestions are highly respected by campus governing bodies.

The idea, however, struck only a two-line response. Ellen Stogerson, pretty blond undergraduate, said: “I wouldn’t be found dead in them. My patriotism doesn’t go that far.”

Phi Beta Kappa— Continued from page 1

The senate of Phi Beta Kappa announced Thursday that initiation for new members would be held Friday at 5 p.m. in the Faculty Commons.

The campus chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, Beta of Texas, usually selects the top five per cent of the graduating class each year, making first selections late in October and another after midterm examinations in February.

THE WHIRL'S MOTHER-IN-LAW
I CAN'T GET NOBODY
1937 Bing Crosby
THE WIZARD
SINCE I'M A WOMAN
1977 Bing Crosby
THE BOOGIE WOODIE
1925 Fats Waller
THE WHISTLER'S MOTHER* IN-LAW
1923 Bing Crosby
THE ANGEL'S CAME THRU
1923 Bob Crosby
DO YOU CARE
WILL YOU STILL BE MINE
1923 Bob Crosby

35¢ DECCA RECORDS at SEARS Record Shop

DOWNTOWN FLOOR
I DON'T WANT TO SET THE WORLD ON FIRE
1939 Guy Lombardo
YOUR ME WILL COME OUT
1967 Jimmy Dorsey
YOU AND I
1940 Braidie Lullaby
3968 Bing Crosby
TIME WAR
ISLE OF PINES
3968 Jimmy Dorsey
BY-E-O-Y-O (THE LOUISIANA LULLABY)
3971 Bing Crosby
MISHRIOU
4024 Woody Herman

Mighty important in this man’s Army

Everywhere you go,

They Satisfy.
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Phil KAPPA— Continued from page 1
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The Rice Owl Band is back in the groove again this year with 39 new men from all over the state to give Kit Reid behind the baton as usual.

The band held its first practice in the Junior Commons late on the afternoon of registration day and has been disturbing the peace of the faculty tower inhabitants every weekday afternoon since. Short but intense practices are building a repertoire of everything from stirring marches to such; faculty tower inhabitants every j

low-down jive numbers as the Naval Science cadets will soon join has been disturbing the peace of the jurisdiction of either ASCAP or the flag of Texas.

They include two mellophones (those

ble the latest thing in women’s stockings. Spring and will remain in office throughout the year.

“We are very fortunate in obtaining this last instrument, for there are only about fifteen clarinets left on the American market and they have suddenly become very difficult to find and very expensive.

The major problem confronting the band this year has been in the selection of the needed instruments and in securing the latest in women’s hosiery shortage.

Although the dean emphasized that the choice of the students to any extent, German has gained in many of the languages, due perhaps to the fact that the Army and Navy and Air forces here have increased the subject. Pan-American cooperation has also increased interest in linguistic studies. Delegates from the Institute will ask that the 1942 meeting of the language association be held here,
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Beyond Patriotism! I wouldn’t be found dead in them,” says one, applying to “long, lanky,” red, white, and blue cotton stockings.

East Lansing, Mich.—(Sp.)—Patriotic coeds who want leg appeal without “cheaping themselves” by going bare-legged are being urged to wear brightly-colored cotton stockings during the defense-made milk scarcity shortage.

Declaring that red, white and blue cotton stockings are the “vogue” in the eastern collegiate set, Miss Elizabeth Conrad, dean of women at Michigan State College, says she thinks it would be “wonderful” if every woman all over America would adopt them.

The middle-aged dean, long a foe of bare legs, appeals to the girls’ patriotism in advancing the cotton cause.

“America needs the milk that American women put on their legs,” she says. “Let’s have the college women lead the way in this emergency by voluntarily wearing those lovely, long cotton stockings.”

The problem of fashion should make little difficulty, the dean says. She points out that the cotton industry is behind in “dressey old lace designs that remind one of the colorful past.”

Although the dean emphasized that she doesn’t dictate campus fashions, students have declared that her suggestions are highly respected by campus governing bodies.

The idea, however, struck only a two-line response. Ellen Stogerson, pretty blond undergraduate, said: “I wouldn’t be found dead in them. My patriotism doesn’t go that far.”

Phi Beta Kappa— Continued from page 1

The senate of Phi Beta Kappa announced Thursday that initiation for new members would be held Friday at 5 p.m. in the Faculty Commons.

The campus chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, Beta of Texas, usually selects the top five per cent of the graduating class each year, making first selections late in October and another after midterm examinations in February.

Follow the lead of Adrienne Ames and send the men in the camps the cigarette that’s Definitely MILDER and BETTER-TASTING Everything about Chesterfield is made for your pleasure and convenience... from the fine, brightly blended tobaccos to their easy-to-open-cell phone jack that keeps Chesterfield always Fresh and Cooler-Smoking.

Buy a pack and try them. You’re sure to like them because the big thing that’s pushing Chesterfield ahead all over the country is the approval of smokers like yourself.

EVERYWHERE YOU GO... THEY SATISFY.